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Let II , I2 ,... be 2-sided ideals in a ring R, and let us define 
n Ii = fin Ii ... 1, . How can we find elements of this ideal ? 
It is known (definitions and proof in Section 3 below) that if P is a projective 
right or left R-module, its trace ideal Tp is idempotent: (TP)2 = Tp . Hence if 
for such a P, every Ii contains Tp , so will n Ii . More generally, if all Ii for i 
greater than some n contain Tp , then I-J Ii will contain I; ... I,Tp . We show 
below that if R is a right and left X,-hereditary ring, then all elements of n Ii 
arise in this way; that is, n Ii = (Jr2 1, ... &pti(&,, 10, where pti(J) means 
the maximal projective-trace ideal contained in J. This was inspired by 
Cohn’s “Intersection Lemma” [6, Corollary to Lemma 3.21: if I is a proper 
ideal in a right and left fir R, then flu I” = (0). 
We shall also define the product of a family (1,) of ideals indexed by any 
totally ordered set fl, and obtain a similar formula for nn 1, , under the same 
hypothesis on R (Theorem 6.2); give a number of counterexamples, including 
a right &-fir that is not a right fir; and look briefly at the question of “clas- 
sifying” infinite product operations on ideals, in rings not having the above 
good properties. 
1. BASIC RESULTS ON PROJECTIVE INODULES 
All rings will be associative with unit, all modules unitary. When a defini- 
tion or results is stated for right modules, ideals, etc., the corresponding 
statement about left modules etc. will be taken for granted. Many of the 
results and definitions given in this section are developed in greater detail 
in [3, Sections I-41. 
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Recall that if P is a finitely generated projective right module over a ring R, 
then P* =der Hom(P, R) is a finitely generated projective left R-module,and 
that the functors * define a contravariant equivalence (“duality”) between the 
additive categories of finitely generated projective right and left R-modules. 
Let M be a right module over a ring R. We shall call a submodule of M 
closed if it is the intersection of the kernels of a family of linear functionals 
on M, that is, members of M*. Any submodule MC N has a closure, the 
intersection of all linear functionals on lU annihilating N. JVe shall call N 
dense in M if its closure is M. 
LEMMA 1.1. A projective R-module P having a $nitely generated, dense 
submodule N is$nitely generated. (More generally, if a projective module P has a 
dense submodule N generated by < 01 elements, for 01 some in$nite cardinal, then P 
is generated by < 01 elements.) 
Proof. Let P be a direct summand in a free R-module F. Then N will 
involve only finitely many (resp. < E) members of a basis of F, hence lies in a 
direct summand F,, C F free of finite rank (rank < a). Since F,, is closed in F 
and contains N which is dense in P, it contains P, so P is a direct summand in 
F,, . As F, is finitely generated (generated by < 01 elements), so is P. m 
If f : N---f M is a homomorphism of R-modules, note that the image off 
will be dense in M if and only if the induced map f * : M* + N* is 1 - 1. 
In the case of finitely generated projective modules, it follows by duality 
that f will be 1 - 1 if and only if f * has dense image. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let P be a finitely generated projective right module over a 
left semiheriditary ring R. Then the closure in P of any $nitely generated sub- 
module, N, is a direct summand in P. 
Proof. Let N be the image of a map f : F --z P, where F is a free right 
R-module of finite rank. By duality, we get a map f * : P* +F* of left 
modules. Because R is left semithereditary, the image of P* under this map 
is projective, hence the map of P* onto it is right invertible, while the 
inclusion of this image into F* is, of course, 1 - 1. Dualizing, we get a 
factorization off : F -% S -% P where v is left invertible (i.e., is essentially 
the inclusion of a direct summand S in P), and u has dense image. Identifying 
S with its image in P, we see that it must equal the closure of N = f (F), 
and we have established our result. 1 
(This result is a special case of [3, Lemma 2.151: “a finitely generated 
projective R-module P is hereditarily projective if and only if its dual is 
cohereditarily projective.“) 
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2. N"-HEREDITARY RINGS, CHAIN CONDITIONS, AND LOCAL S~JMMANDS 
A ring R is called right NO-hereditary if every countably generated right 
ideal is projective; equivalently, if every countably generated submodule of 
any free R-moduIe is projective. 
For the remainder of this section, if N C M are right or left modules over a 
ring R, (N, M;~ will denote the class of finitely generated projective sub- 
modules P of M, which contain N as a dense submodule, partially ordered by 
inclusion. 
LEMMA 2.1. Zf N C M are right modules over a right X,-hereditary ring A, 
and M is embeddable in a free module, then (N, M) has ascending chain condi- 
tion. 
Zf N C M are right modules over a left NO-hereditary ring R, and N is$nitely 
generated, then (N, M) has descending chain condition. 
Proof. Under the first hypothesis let P,, C PI C ... be an ascending chain 
in (N, M). Then P = Ui Pi will be countably generated, hence projective; 
and N is dense in it, hence so is P,, , hence, by Lemma 1 .l, P is finitely 
generated; so the given chain is eventually constant. 
Now assume the second hypothesis. We can write N as a homomorphic 
image in M of a free module F of finite rank. If PO I PI 2 ... is a descending 
chain in (N, M), then as N is dense in each Pi, the duals of the maps 
F+Piwillbe 1 - 1 mapsPi*-tF*, so we can identify the Pi* with a chain 
of submodules of F”: PO* _C PI* _C ... . Since P,, contains each Pi , PO* is 
dense in each Pi*, and our new chain lies in (PO*, F*). By the right-left 
dual of the first result, this chain is eventually constant, i.e., the maps 
Pi* - P,“,l are eventually all isomorphisms, so the inclusions among the P, 
are eventually equalities. 1 
If a submodule N of a module M is dense in each of two submodules P 
and P’ (NC P, P’ _C M), it is also dense in P + P’. Hence (N, M) will be a 
directed partially ordered set, and under the first hypothesis of Lemma 2.1, 
it will, if nonempty (e.g., if N is finitely generated) have a maximal member. 
We shall now get another way of describing this submodule of M. 
Let us call a submodule L of a module M over an arbitrary ring R Zocally 
closed if for every finitely generated submodule A of M, L n A is closed in A. 
Every submodule N will have a local closure: the union, over all finitely 
generated submodules A C M, of the closure of A n N in A. (Example: if R 
is the ring of integers, and M a vector-space over the rational numbers, 
considered as an R-module, the locally closed submodules of M are the 
subvector-spaces, though the only cZosed submodule is M itself.) If N is 
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finitely generated, its local closure can be characterized more simply as the 
union of the closures of N in all finitely generated submodules of M contain- 
ing N. 
A submodule L of 111 will be called a local summand in M if L is a direct 
summand in every submodule of M of the form A + L with A finitely 
generated. (An equivalent condition is that for every finitely generated 
submodule A of M, there exist a finitely generated A’ 1 A such that L I-I A’ 
is a direct summand in A’: To get this from the first condition, let p be a 
projection of A + L on L, and take iz’ = A + p(A). The reverse direction 
is straightforward.) 
LEMMA 2.2. Let R be a right &-hereditary ring, M a right R-module 
embeddable in a free module, and N a jnitely generated submodule of M. Then 
the local closure of N in M will be the unique maximal jinitely generated sub- 
module of M in which N is dense. If R is also left semihereditary, this submodule 
is a local summand in M. 
Proof. Let N’ be the maximal element of (N, M), which exists by the 
preceeding comments. It is easily seen that N’ must be the local closure of N 
in M, and the final assertion then follows from Lemma 1.2. 1 
(If R is assumed right hereditary, the situation becomes simpler. The hypo- 
thesis on M says simply that it is projective. By results of [2] or [3], M is a 
direct sum of finitely generated projectives, so N lies in a finitely generated 
direct summand M,, of M, and if R is left semihereditary, the ordinary closure 
of N in MO is a direct summand by Lemma 1.2.) 
3. PRODUCTS OF MODULES AND IDEALS, AND TRACE IDEALS 
OF PROJECTIVE MODULES 
If M is a right module over an arbitrary ring R, and 1 a left ideal of R, 
MI will denote the additive group of finite sums C x,ai(x, E M, ai E I). Note 
that when I is a 2-sided ideal, MI will be a submodule of M. We need some 
elementary observations on such products. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let M be a right R-module, NC M a local summand, and I a 
left ideal of R. Then N n MI = NI. 
Proof. If x E MI, then x will lie in AI for some finitely generated A C M. 
1 This section is independent of preceeding sections, except that it uses the duality 
of finitely generated right and left projective modules, and the definition of “local 
summand” (just before Lemma 2.2.) 
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N will be a direct summand in N + -4; let p be a projection of 1V mF A onto A.. 
If x also lies in AT, then applying p to the inclusion x E (K + A) 1 we get 
~ENI. 1 
LEMMA 3.2. Let P be a projective right R-module, and (I,) a family of left 
ideals of R. Then fl PIA = P(fi IA). 
Proof. If P is free, this is clear by looking at coefficients of elements of a 
basis. Now suppose P is a direct summand in a free module F. Then the 
above Lemma gives 
nPIA = n PnFIA = Pn (nFIJ = PnF(nIJ = P(nI,). 1 
COROLLARY 3.3. The preceding Lemma holds, more generally, for any right 
R-module P such that every finitely generated submodule is contained in a pro- 
jective local summand. 
Proof. Let x E n PlA , and let PO be a projective local summand in P 
containing x. Then 
x E n (P, n pIA) = n (PoI,) = Po(fi I,) c P(n IA). 1 
(N.B.: This is false for P flat, e.g., the Z-module Q.) 
If M is a right (or left) module over a ring R, recall that its trace ideal T, 
is defined as the sum, over all linear functionals f : M--t R, of the right (left) 
ideals f (M). This will be a 2-sided ideal of R, because iff is a linear functional, 
so is af (resp. fa) for a E R. 
PROPOSITION 3.4 (known facts; cf. [4]). Let P be a projective right module 
over a ring R. Then: 
(1) PT, = P. 
(2) For any 2-sided ideal I, PI = P o I > Tp . 
(3) For any right R-module M, MT, is the submodule of M generated by 
all homomorphic images of P in M. 
(4) Tp is an idempotent ideal: Tp2 = Tp . 
(5) If P is a direct summand of the free R-module F, and p : F + P a 
projection map, then Tp is equal to the 2-sided ideal of R generated by the entries 
of the (row-$nite) matrix representing p, in terms of any basis of F. 
(6) If P is finitely generated, and P* is the dual projective left module, 
then Tp* = Tp . 
Proof. (1) Let P be a direct summand in a free module F. Then the 
coefficient in an element of P of any member of a basis of F will lie in the 
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range of a linear functional on P-the associated coordinate function. Hence 
P C FT, . Intersecting both sides with P and applying Lemma 3.1. P C PT, . 
The reverse inclusion is trivial. 
(4 “.ti” follows from (1). Conversely, if PI = P, then for any func- 
tionalf on P, f(P) = f(PI) = f(P) I C I. Hence Tp C I. 
(3) “2” follows from (1) and “C” by definition of Tp . 
(4) By (3), taking M = Tp . 
(5) If I is the ideal generated by these matrix entries, then clearly P C FI, 
so P = PI by Lemma 3.1, so 12 Tp . But each of these entries is the value 
of a coordinate functional on a member of P, hence lies in Tp . 
(6) By (5) and its right-left dual, for P and P* can be written as the 
right and left images of the same idempotent matrix. 1 
To state the next corollary, let us write M > N for R-modules M and N 
if N is generated by homomorphic images of M. This makes N a homomor- 
phic image of a direct sum of copies of 111, hence if M and N are projective, it 
makes N a direct summand in a direct sum of copies of M. Let us write 
M +- N if N! 3 N and N > 111. A projective module P such that P y R 
is a projective generator of the category of R-modules. 
COROLLARY 3.5. If P and P’ are projective R-modules, P 2 P’d Tp 2 Tpt , 
andPNP’0 Tp = Tpf . In particular, P is a projective generator o Tp = R. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.4 (3). 1 
Note that the class of trace ideals of projective right modules over a ring R 
is closed under arbitrary sums: C TpA = TepA . Hence for any two-sided 
ideal I C R, the sum of all such ideals contained in 1 will be the unique 
maximal trace ideal of a projective right module contained in 1. We shall call 
this ideal the right projective trace interior of I, pti,(I). (“Interior” because 
the operation has the properties of a closure operator, with inclusions re- 
versed.) One defines the left projective trace interior ptil similarly. Finally, 
pti#) will denote the sum of all trace ideals of finitely generated projective 
modules (right or left-see Proposition 3.4 statement (6)) lying in 4 equiv- 
alently, the maximal subideal I of the form Tp with P a direct sum of finitely 
generated projective right or left R-modules. 
If R is either right or left semihereditary, every projective R-module, (on 
either side) will be a direct sum of finitely generated submodules [3, Corollary 
4.41 or [l; and 2, Theorem 3, p. 3721. This will be the case in our applica- 
tions below, so the operators pti f , ptil. and ptil will all be equal, and we 
shall simply write pti. 
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4. INFINITE PRODUCTS OF IDEALS; ASSOCIATIVITY 
DEFINITION 4. I. Let R be a ring, and (IJ a family of 2-sided ideals 
of R indexed by a totally ordered set A. Then by nn IA , we shall mean 
f-h,<...<A,EA I,,, .,. IAS . (If A = 0 we shall understand this to mean R.) 
In particular, given II , I, ,..., we see that n Ii will equal & 1, ... I, . 
If A is any infinite totally ordered set, and I an ideal, and we take IA = I 
for all A, then n, I,, will equal nn I”. We shall call this ideal I”. 
If R is right and left x,-hereditary, this infinite multiplication is associative: 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let R be a right and left K,-hereditary ring, and (IA)lsn 
a family of 2-sided ideals of R indexed by an ordered set A = A’ u A”, such that 
every element of A’ is < every element of A”. Then JJli I, = (n,,’ I,,,) (JJne I,,“). 
Proof. 
I-I IA = n IA, ... IA, = n ( n 
A &al A;“EA” 
(In,* ... I,;,) (I,; *.. IA;“)) . 
Using Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 3.3, we see that we can bring the second 
intersection operator in the above expression past the first product, and the 
result can be written as fiA;,EA,((IA,, ... I,;,) IjInn IA”). We then apply the 
left-right duals of these results to the extant intersection, and our expression 
simplifies to (l-IA, IA,) (I&n In”). 1 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let R be a right and left &-hereditary ring, (IA)AEn a family 
of 2-sided ideals of R indexed by an ordered set A, and f : A -+ L an isotone 
(i.e., >-preserving) map of ordered sets. Then n,, I* = nlEL (&f-l(l) I,). 
Proof. Exercise for the reader. (We shall not use this Corollary.) m 
Looking at the proof of Proposition 4.2, we note that if the set A’ is$nite, 
the conclusion can be obtained assuming R only right &,-hereditary and left 
semihereditary. 
5. MAIN THEOREM (SPECIAL CASE), AND COROLLARIES 
THEOREM 5.1. Let R be a right and left &,-hereditary ring, and (I&=,,,,.. . 
2-sided ideals of R. Then n It = un I1 ... I&ti(&, Ii)). 
Proof. It is easy to see that IJ Is will contain this union (see Introduction), 
so it remains to prove that any x E JJ li lies therein. 
For m = 0, I,..., let Jm = fli,m li . By our associativity result, 
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IWL = G+1lm+1- Let K, denote the local closure of Rx in Jm , as left R-modu- 
les. By Lemma 2.2, K, will be finitely generated (hence projective) and will be 
a local summand in Jvn . Hence, 
Km C Km,, nJm=Km+lnI I -I K n+1 m+1 - m+1 m+1 
by the dual of Lemma 3.1. So we have: 
Km cL+,fL+, . (5.2) 
Now, since Rx is dense in every K, , the ascending chain condition of 
Lemma 2.1 tells us that the chain of K’s must eventually become constant, 
say, K, = k-,,, = ... . So for m 3 n, (5.2) says K, = I,+,k; , which, by 
Proposition 3.4 (2) means that TK C Im+l, whence TKn C ni,n Ii , so 
K, C TK, Cpti(ni,n Ii). Hence, by (5”.2) again, 
Q.E.D. 1 
The above is the simplest case of a result we shall prove in the next section 
for products over an arbitrary index-set A. We have treated it separately 
because of its relative simplicity, and because some of the most interesting 
consequences of that result can be gotten from this special case. 
COROLLARY 5.3. If I is a 2-sided ideal of a right and left &,-hereditary 
ring R, then I” = pti(I). In particular, every idempotent ideal I is the trace 
ideal of a projective module. 
If in fact every nonxero projective R-module is a projective generator-for 
example, if R is a right and left K,-fir-then for any proper 24ded ideal I C R, 
I” = pti(I) = (0). 1 
The last statement, in the case of R a right and left fir, is the Intersection 
Theorem proved by Cohn [6]. Our proof of Theorem 5.1 derives ultimately 
from the proof given there. 
Let us show by example that the right and left K,-hereditary hypotheses of 
Theorem 5.1 are both needed. Form the free group on two generators x and y, 
take the subsemigroup generated by {y, xydy-” j n = 0, l,...}, and let R be the 
semigroup algebra on this semigroup, over an arbitrary field R. This algebra 
is shown in [5, Section 31 to be a left fir (or rather, its opposite algebra is 
shown to be a right fir); hence the pti of any proper ideal is zero. But for 
I = RyR, I” contains x # 0, contradicting the conclusions of Corollary 5.3 
and Theorem 5.1. The property needed for the proof of Theorem 5.1 which 
fails here is associativity (Proposition 4.2): I(P) # I”. 
48+4/I-5 
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On the other hand, the symmetric dual of this ring and ideal give a counter- 
example for which R is a right fir; hence by the comment at the end of 
Section 4, the case of associativity we need will hold. Here, rather, Lemma 
4. I (as used in Theorem 5.1, in left-right dual form) fails: the left ideals K,,, 
are not finitely generated, and not projective. (K, is the ideal generated by 
{y-“x 1 n = 0, l,...) for every ~2.) 
For certain R, Theorem 5.1 tells us all we could want to know about 
infinite products of ideals over arbitrary index sets: 
COROLLARY 5.4. Let R be a right and left NO-hereditary ring, such that 
every nonzero projective R-module is a projective generator. Then an infinite 
product of ideals HA In is zero af in@itei$ many of the ideals IA are proper. 
Proof. This is clear from Theorem 5.2 if A is the set of positive integers, 
and by symmetry if A is the set of negative integers. Given arbitrary A con- 
taining infinitely many h such that I,, # R, we can find a subset A, with the 
ordering of the positive or negative integers, such that In is proper for all A 
Finally, a rather curious formula: 
COROLLARY 5.5. Let R be a right and left &,-hereditary ring, and (I&, . . 
2-sided ideals in R. Then: 
u n Ii = (J pti (n I,) = pti (u n Ii) . 
11 i>n 71 i>-n 12 i,-n ’ 
Proof. In the first equality, “1” is clear and “C” can be obtained easily 
from Theorem 5.1. The second equality holds because ptif clearly commutes 
with unions of chains of ideals. 1 
6. THE MAIN THEOREM (GENERAL FORM) 




of two-sided ideals in a right and left &,-hereditary ring R, the considerations 
by which we proved Theorem 5.1. For each A E A we define Jn = nA,,n I,,, . 
Let x be a fixed element of J, and for each X define KA to be the local closure of 
Rx in J,, . These ideals will form a monotone increasing chain of finitely 
generated left ideals of R, in which Rx is dense. By Lemma 2.1, the class of 
all such ideals has a.c.c. and d.c.c.; it follows that there are only finitely 
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many distinct K,, . In order to describe how these occur, we must consider 
“cuts” in rl. 
We define a cut in (1 as a pair of subsets, p = (A’, A”), such that 
rl = /l’ u A”, and every element of fl’ is less than every element of A”. The 
set of all cuts in (1 will be written M, and the total ordering on /l will be 
extended to an ordering on fl u M in the natural manner, writing, for h E fl 
andtL=(A’,An)EM,X<~ifhEA’,X)CLifhEAn;andforCL1,~~EM, 
p1 < p2 if the first component of p1 is contained in the first component of pz. 
The cuts ( 0, A) and (A, a) will be called - cc and + co, respectively. Given 
vr < y2 E fl u M, (or , Y.J will denote {h E fl / v1 < h < vz), an “interval” 
in /l (not in /l u M!). 
We shall find it convenient to set lU = R for all p E M, and to define 
J--m = J, and K-, = local closure of Rx in J, J+m = K+m =: R. 
Returning to the chain of KA’s, we see that there will exist a finite sequence 
of cuts, -cO=po< ... <pn = + 00, such that Kh = K,, (A, X’EA) if 
and only if h and h’ lie in the same one of then intervals (p,, , &.., (P+.~ , PJ. 
Let us name the common values in these intervals Ktl) ,..., K(,) , and set 
Kco) = K-m . By the same type of argument used in proving Theorem 5.1 
we see that for h E (pLiP1 , pi) we will have Kti) = I,,Kc,, , and hence IA 2 TKci, , 
unless X is minimal in the interval (piP1, pi) in which case Ktiel) 2 I,K(,, . 
Let us define yO ,..., V, E /l u M by taking vi equal to the minimal element 
of the interval (pi, pi+r) if this exists, or to pi E M otherwise. Thus 
K(i-l) C .Ivi-,Kti) for i = l,..., n. Also, from the equations 1A 2 TKc,) deduced z 
above, we see that Kci) = pti(nvi-lin<vi IA) Kci) . 
Let us abbreviate nVi-, <‘A <-vi I,, as 1u) , Then we have 
The above expression is left-right assymmetric, beginning with an I-term, 
but ending with a @-term. To symmetrize it, let us note that if fl has no 
initial element, Y,, will equal - a3, and the initial term IV, = R may be 
dropped; while in the contrary case, yO will equal the initial element of fl, 
and we can throw in the vacuous term pti(& <A iyO I,,) = R on the right, and 
reindex the sequence - co < vO < .*. < V, as co < a’. <V,T . Thus, in 
either case, we see that our arbitrary element x of J lies in a product of the 
form 
$ti ( 0 4) I;,+ ( n 4) 1;, -flti ( n In), (6.1) 
V,<A<V, Vl<A4VZ V,-I <A <v, 
where vi E A u M, --cc = Y,, < .+. < V, = + GO. 
Conversely, every product of the form (6.1) will be contained in J. For 
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given such an expression, and any h E A, let HA denote the factor in the 
product (6.1) “associated to” X-that is, pti(lc,,) if X E (vi-r, vi), or 1,. if 
X == vi . We note that each pti-term, being idempotent, can be written as a 
power of itself: pti(l(,)) = n(Yi-l,Yi~ H,, . Making these substitutions in (6. l), 
dropping the terms Iyi with vi E 11/I (which equal R), and applying our asso- 
ciativity theorem, we see that this expression equals nAEA HA . For all h we 
have lTA C 1, , hence the product ideal (6.1) 1s contained in J. We conclude 
THEOREM 6.2. If R is a right and left X,-hereditary ring, and (In) a family 
of 24ded ideals of R indexed by a totally ordered set A, then l-IAEA I, is equal 
to the union of all ideals of the form shown in (6.1). 
7. QHERRDITARY # HEREDITARP 
Obviously, we have made things more complicated than is necessary, 
unless the class of right &-hereditary rings is strictly larger than the class of 
right hereditary rings! To show that these classes are distinct, we shall now 
construct a ring R which is a right X,-fir (all countably generated right ideals 
free, and all free modules of unique rank) but not right hereditary. The ring 
will also be a left fir, and in particular, left hereditary. To verify these pro- 
perties of R, we shall then prove two general criteria for certain types of 
ringconstructions to be (K,-)firs. 
Let K be a field, and k[X] the polynomial ring in one indeterminate over K. 
If M is any right k[X]-module, K[X] (M) will denote the extension of k[X] 
as an (associative, not necessarily commutative) K-algebra, having a universal 
homomorphism of M into it as a right k[X]-module. This can be constructed 
as follows: consider the K[X]-module M as a (R, k[X])-bimodule, (with the 
same K-module structure on right and left), form the universal extension to a 
(K[X], k[X])-bimodule M’, which will simply be K[X] ok: M. Then 
K[X] (M) will equal the tensor ring over k[X] on the bimodule M’: 
h[X] GM’ @ M’@&y] M’ @ “’ . 
If M is the free-k[X]-module on a basis B, it is easy to check by universal 
properties that h[X] (M) will be the free associative R-algebra on the set 
B U {X}, and in particular, a left and right fir. 
But let us, rather, take for M the free power module k[X]s (S a countable 
set). It is known that such a module is not free, but that any countably 
generated submodule thereof is free! This is proved by Specker [8, S&e I, II] 
with the ring of integers in place of k[X]; the same argument applies over 
any nonlocal principal ideal domain [3, comment at end of Section 41. In 
particular, M will be the union of an “&,-directed” class of free submodules, 
meaning a class in which every countable family of members is dominated by 
some single member. Hence K[X] (M) is an x,-directed limit of firs. 
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LEMMA 7.1. Let 01 be any injinite cardinal, H an a-directed partially ordered 
set, and (Rll& an H-directed system of right ol-jirs. Then R = lim dir, R, is 
an a-jr. 
Proof. Let G C R be a set of cardinality < CY. We can find q,, E H such 
that G is the monomorphic image of a set G,,, C R,I1 . Given any finite subset 
SCGo, and 7 > qO, the rank of the (free!) right ideal of R, generated by 
the image of S will be a monotone decreasing integer-valued function of 7. 
Because there are < 01 finite subsets S C Gn, , we can find some 7 such that 
inR,, all these ranks assume their minimum possible value. Let B be a 
basis of the right ideal of R, generated by the image G, of G,,, . It is not hard 
to show from the properties of ranks of free modules in semifirs that the image 
of B in R,, , for any 7’ > 17, will still be linearly independent, hence so will 
the image in R, so this image will be a free basis of the ideal generated by G. 
Q.E.D. 1 
(We suspect that Lemma 7.1 becomes false if “or-fir” is replaced by 
“a-hereditary ring”.) 
In particular, the ring k[X] (M) we were considering will be an &-fir. 
To prove it is not right hereditary, let M0 C M be the free submodule con- 
sisting of all members of M = k[Xls with finite support in S. MO is dense in 
M as a @Xl-module, cf. [8, Satz III]. It is easy to deduce that the right ideal 
of k[X] (M) generated by M,, is dense in the ideal generated by M: if f is a 
nonzero linear functional on the latter ideal, we can choose a direct summand 
M’ of M which is free of finite rank, and such that f followed by the quotient 
map of k[X] (M) onto k[X] (M’) is still nonzero. The latter algebra is free 
as a right k[X]-module, so our composition is nonzero on MO by the density 
result quoted, so f is nonzero on M, , so the ideal generated by M,, is indeed 
dense in that generated by M. But the former ideal is countably generated, 
and the latter is not; hence by Lemma 1.1, the latter cannot be projective. 
Finally, to show that k[x] (M) is a left fir, we note that M is free as a 
k-module because k is a field, hence M’ = k[X] Ok M is free as a left 
k[X]-module; and we can apply the right-left dual of: 
LEMMA 7.2. Suppose a ring A satisjies Cohn’s right transfinite weak algo- 
rithm [5], and suppose an A-bimodule N is free as a right A-module, and torsion- 
free as a left A-module, Then the tensor ring A(N) on N oaer A again satis$es 
right trans$nite weak algorithm. 
Sketch of Proof. Let B be a right basis for N. Then one can show that R is 
also free as a right A-module, with basis B’ consisting of all products 
/3 = b, ..* 6, (n >, 0, bi E B). Let I : B’ -+Z+ denote the length function. 
(2, = (nonnegative integers}, Z(b, *.* b,) = n.) 
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Now suppose the weak algorithm which A satisfies is given by a map 5 of 
A-(O}into a well-ordered set S. Let us well-orderZ+ x S lexicographically, and 
let V’ : A(N) - (0) + 2, x S be the function sending CasB, ,Qu, E A(N> - (0) 
(ua E A, almost all 0) to ~up~~~~~~~~~~~(Z(fi), zl(ua)) EZ+ x S. Then one can 
show that V’ defines a right transfinite weak algorithm on A(N). (The 
assumption that N is left-torsion-free is needed to get Cohn’s condition T.3: 
n(g) 2 w(x) for y # 0.) I 
(Note: The example given by P. M. Cohn in [9, Section 41 of a principal 
right ideal domain which is not a left fir can be shown to be a left K,-fir, and 
so gives another example like the above. On the other hand, the semigroup- 
algebra counterexample of [5] which we discussed in Section 5 shows that a 
right fir need not be a left K,-fir.) 
8. A NOTE ON ASSOCIATIVITY 
We observed at the end of Section 4 that if the “left-hand” set (1’ of the 
statement of Proposition 4.2 was finite, the hypothesis on R could be weakened 
to “left semihereditary and right &,-hereditary”. But there exists an equally 
simple argument (which I shall not give here) showing that the hypothesis 
could be replaced by “right j/l”1-hereditary”, with no condition on the left. 
This led me to wonder whether “right x,-hereditary” alone was not enough. 
Indeed it is, but the proof is tricky. I give it mainly as a curiosity. 
Note that the condition on N’ in the following Lemma is a weakening of the 
condition: N’ is a local summand in M, containing N. 
LEMMA 8.1. Let R be a right X,-hereditary ring, M a submodule of a free 
right R-module, and N a$nitely generated submodule of M. Then there exists a 
finitely generated submodule N’ : N 2 N’ C M, such that for any jinitely 
generated submodule ,4 of M, there is an N” : NC N” _C N’ which is a direct 
summand in N’ + A. 
Proof. Assuming the contrary, we can construct inductively a chain of 
finitely generated submodules of M: 
N=N,CN,CN,C... 
such that for all i, there is no submodule containing N and contained in IV, 
which is a direct summand in Ni+1 . Let L be the union of this chain; L is 
countably generated, hence projective, hence by [I; or 3, Corollary 4.41, L is a 
direct sum of finitely generated submodules. Hence L will have a finitely 
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generated direct summand N” containing N. Choose i such that N” C r\ii; 
then N” being a direct summand in L, will also be a direct summand in 
Ni+l, contradiction. 1 
COROLLARY 8.2. Let R and M be as above, and (In)* a family of left ideals 
of R. Then nn MIA = M(n,I,). 
Proof. Given x E n MI,, , choose N’ containing N = xR, with the pro- 
perties of the above Lemma. Given any I,+ , there will exist a finitely generated 
submodule A C M such that x E Al, . Letting N” be a direct summand of 
N’ + A contained in N’ and containing xR, we note x E AI, C (N’ + A) I,+ , 
and x lies in the summand N” of N’ + A; hence by Lemma 3.1, 
x E N”I, C Nr, . Since N is projective, we can apply Lemma 3.2: 
x E (-) NI, = N(n I,) C M(n IA). Th e converse, as usual, is immediate. 1 
COROLLARY 8.3. Let R be a right &,-hereditary ring, and (I,,) a family of 
2-sided ideals of R indexed by a totally ordered set A with a minimal element 0. 
Then IlnIh =IoIIA,oIA. 
Proof. 
By induction, we can similarly pull out any$finite numbers of “left-hand” 
factors. 
9. WHAT ABOUT INFINITE PRODUCTS OF IDEALS IN ARBITRARY RINGS? 
It is known that if I is a 2-sided ideal of an arbitrary ring R, ideals such as 
I”, I(P), PI, PI”, and (I”)” need not be equal. (See the semigroup-algebra 
counterexample of Section 5). One can give these ad hoc names such as P, 
Il+m, Im+l, Im.2, and I”‘, but it would seem of interest to attempt to develop 
a systematic nomenclature; or, more realistically, to try and define and study 
some abstract object which will classify these generalized powers: a free 
complete lattice-semigroup on one generator, or something. This probably 
cannot be constructed within set-theory (cf. [7]), but various approximating 
objects probably can, which would suffice for classifying powers of an ideal 
in a ring with < 01 elements for a given cardinal 01. A similar free object on a 
set S of generators should classify products obtainable from a family (l.JseS . 
We leave these investigations to the interested reader. 
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